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US TEST SAT/ACT

If you are seeking to gain a place at a
top US university or Ivy League school,
Private Tuition Club offers a stable and
in-depth SAT/ACT test programme
tailored to your requirements.
100% of pupils working with us have
experienced improvement in their
grade compared to their diagnostic
test, offering opportunities for study at
elite US schools.

85% of pupils studying 30+ hours
with us see a 200+ point
improvement on their official SAT
or a 5+ point improvement on
their official ACT.
90% of students doing 50+ hours
with us receive an SAT/ACT score
within the target range of their
first choice universities.
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On average, there is a 7-8 points
improvement per hour and 1
ACT point for every 4-5 hours of
tutoring.
We have helped hundreds of
pupils to secure places at MIT,
Harvard, Yale, Stanford
Columbia, UC Berkley, Cornell
and other elite institutions.

Working with us is a commitment to
excellence. It is an opportunity to work
with Ivy League educated SAT tutors
who hold over 10 years of SAT training
experience- true experts in the field.
Our proposal is accompanied by
individual success stories from previous
pupils. Precise examples reveal indepth insight into SAT tuition success
rates based on real cases.

PRIVATE TUITION CLUB
US TEST FEATURES

Train with Ivy League educated
tutors (Harvard, Yale, Brown
University)
Access an organised long term
tuition programme led by a team
of professionals with over 10yrs+
individual SAT teaching
experience.
Access two free 3.5hr diagnostic
tests online administered by our
US team and feedback to
determine suitability for ACT or
SAT pathways.
Enjoy flexible tailored tuition to
work around your busy schedule.
Keep informed with monthly
updates from your tutor on
progress and testing performance
through the PTC monthly
feedback system, a unique
practice in the education services
field. Feedback will highlight
strengths, weaker areas and tips
on how to improve for the next
month.

"My SAT tutors gave me
the tools, approach, and
feedback necessary to
drastically improve my
scores."
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BOOK NOW
PRIVATE TUITION CLUB

"TRAINING CHAMPIONS"
GAIN YOUR PLACE AT IVY
LEAGUE SCHOOLS

Book a Trial Lesson
Now
Enjoy the opportunity to
meet your SAT tutor and
try a lesson via the PTC
trial system prior to
booking your full 100 hr
package.

How to Book
Discuss your family's tuition
needs with our highly
experienced US representative.

PTC clients usually book a package of 50
hrs per subject (English and Maths, totalling
100 hrs) starting at least 1-2 years prior to
the year of US university entry.
A free 3.5 hr diagnostic test is offered,
followed by a paid 2 hr trial lesson before
you start.

Email
info@privatetuitionclub.com
to book a phone call .

Step 1
Book a call with our US expert to discuss
your academic goals. Your tuition offer
shall be sent via email.

DISCOVER THE US TEST
PACKAGE 100 HRS SAT/ACT

Step 2
Book your first 3.5 hr free diagnostic
assessment online and await results.
Step 3
Confirm package. Book a 2hr trial lesson.
Once you are happy with the tutor, book
your package and start date. Receive
monthly updates on progress.

